FIXATOR I SAFETY AT THE VERY TOP

FIXATOR I SAFETY AT THE VERY TOP

The fall-prevention device is positioned on the hoist or on the platform end-stirrup:

SAFETY DEVICES - PERSONNEL LIFTING

FALL-PREVENTION DEVICE positioned on a stirrup

SECURICHUTE - SECURISTOP
Electric hoists designed for lifting personnel on temporary suspended platforms, cradles or bosun chairs must be fitted with a
fall-prevention system.
FIXATOR provides two safety devices (fall-prevention systems) for protecting personnel:
-

Securichute (overspeed) will activate in the event of overspeed (> 30m/min) and if the platform is tilted;

-

Securistop will activate if the platform is tilted > 14° or if there is no tension in the wire-rope (slack rope).

If the platform suddenly drops downwards or experiences an excessively abnormal tilt, our fall-prevention systems will activate
and prevent the drop or tilt.
Our overspeed device has an emergency stop button and can be operated manually.
The load capacities of our safety devices are 600, 800 and 1000 kg.

FALL-PREVENTION DEVICE positioned on a stirrup

Our fall-prevention systems are fully compliant with the safety requirements of the European Machinery Directive No. 2006/42/
CE.
SECURICHUTE
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SECURISTOP
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FIXATOR I SAFETY AT THE VERY TOP

FIXATOR I SAFETY AT THE VERY TOP

SAFETY DEVICES - PERSONNEL LIFTING

SAFETY DEVICES - PERSONNEL LIFTING

FALL-PREVENTION SYSTEM

FALL-PREVENTION SYSTEM

SECURICHUTE 600 / 800 / 1000 (TYPE 526)

SECURICHUTE 600 / 800 / 1000 (TYPE 526)

Our fall-prevention systems are designed to protect personnel using our suspended platforms. They are activated by means of

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - SECURICHUTE TYPE 526

centrifugal weights in the event of overspeed, sudden acceleration or tilting of the platform (limited to 14°)
Each type of fall-prevention is specified on the product to indicate the diameter of the steel wire-rope to be used:

Description

I

3 models are available: SECURICHUTE 600, 800 and 1000

Type
Working load limit – WLL (kg)

Securichute 600

Securichute 800

Securichute 1000

526200 and 526200A

526300

526400 and 526400A

600

800

1000

Weight (kg)

CONVENIENT

SAFETY

Automatic wire-rope routing

Acceleration

No Working height limit

Activates in case of overspeed > 30m/min

Light and ergonomic

Activates in case of tilting > 14°

Easy to use

Emergency stop button

Steel design

7

Dimensions (mm)

253x180x95

Working temperature range

Ø and type of wire-rope

Manual reset

-10°C // +55°C
Ø8.3
5x19 ou 6x17 ou 5x26,
with synthetic core

Activation speed (m/s)

Ø9.5
5x19 ou 5x26 with
synthetic core

Ø10.2
5x19 ou 5x26 with
synthetic core

> 0.5

Our overspeed device has an emergency stop button and can be operated manually.
Min. wire-rope breaking load (kg)

A SECURICHUTE device can be assembled in several ways:
Assembled on hoists

- On a hoist or on multiple hoists (if using a platform);

4800

6400

8000

e.lift 501, e.lift 600,
p.lift 500, Liftho 600

e.lift 800
Liftho 800

e.lift 1000
Liftho1000

- On a c-stirrup

Assembled on a hoist
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Assembled on a c-stirrup
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SAFETY DEVICES - PERSONNEL LIFTING
FALL-PREVENTION SYSTEM

SAFETY DEVICES - PERSONNEL LIFTING
FALL-PREVENTION SYSTEM

SECURISTOP 600 / 800

SECURISTOP 600 / 800

(TYPE 518 AND 526)

(TYPE 518 AND 526)

Our fall-prevention systems are designed to protect personnel using our suspended platforms. They will activate if the platform is
tilted (limited to 14°) or if there is no tension in the working wire-rope (slack rope).

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS - SECURISTOP 600 ET 800

Each type of fall-prevention is specified on the product to indicate the diameter of the steel wire-rope to be used:

Securistop 600

Description
Securistop (type 526)

Securistop (type 518)

Type

518600

Working load limit – WLL (kg)

Automatic wire-rope routing
No working height limit

Dimensions (mm)

SAFETY
Activates in case of tilting > 14º

Ø and type of wire-rope

Easy to use

4

250x183x76

323x160x81

250x183x76

-10°C // +55°C
Ø8.3
5x19 ou 6x17 or 5x26 with synthetic core

Ø9.5
5x19, strands, with
synthetic core

4800

6400

Assembled

A SECURISTOP device can be assembled in several ways:
-

On a hoist or on multiple hoists (if using a platform);

-

On a stirrup

800
7

Min. wire-rope breaking load (kg)

Steel design

518800

4

Working temperature range

Activates if there is no tension in the working wire-rope

Light and ergonomic

526450
600

Weight (kg)

COMFORT

Securistop 800

On a clamp

On e.lift 501and
e.lift 600 hoists

On a clamp

EXPERT OPINION: BEST PRACTICES

For temporary platforms, it is essential to check:
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Assembled on a hoist

-

The proper functioning of the mechanisms and emergency stop on a daily basis;

-

The condition of wire-ropes, attachments and structural elements on a regular basis;

-

The safety of the suspension structure, and in particular that no counterweight has been removed;

-

The perpendicularity of the platform with the suspension system;

-

That there is no accumulation of snow, ice, litter or materials on the platform;

-

That there are no obstacles on the facade at the end of work, and the platform is rendered “out of service”;

-

That your equipment is stable.

Assembled on a stirrup
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